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Section 11: STOCK RESERVE PLAN OF MANAGEMENT PART B

11.1 Introduction
This Part B Plan of Management applies to Stock Reserve.

Stock Reserve is a small public reserve of only 0.65ha located in the south-western sector of Norfolk
Island (29�02’S, 167�57’E).  It is adjacent to Anson Bay Road, to the northwest of St Barnabas Chapel
(Map 1).  This reserve was once part of the Melanesian Mission Station.  Mission Creek, which runs
through the reserve, is one of the few wetlands on Norfolk Island.  The reserve was declared a common
to provide a watering point for cattle grazing on commons and roadsides in this part of Norfolk Island.
Mission creek, Mission Swamp, and Mission Pool have been modified over the years to provide a more
reliable stock water supply during drier seasons.  The original vegetation has been replaced by pasture.

Map 1:  Norfolk Island: Location of Stock Reserve

Stock Reserve was proclaimed a reserve under the Commons and Public Reserves Act 1936 on 4
February 1937 for the purpose of watering stock.

11.1.1 Previous Plans
This is the first Plan of Management prepared for Stock Reserve.

11.1.2 Register of the National Estate
Stock Reserve was listed on the Register of the National Estate on 21 October 1980 as part of the
Melanesian Mission.

11.1.3 IUCN Category
Stock Reserve does not currently meet the criteria for any IUCN Category and none has been assigned.
The reserve will continue to provide water and pasture for cattle whilst grazing on roadside commons is
permitted.
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11.2 Conservation Significance
Stock Reserve presently has no significant conservation values.  The reserve has been completely
cleared of original vegetation.  Mission Creek and Mission Pool have been significantly re-shaped.  The
creek now flows in a man-made channel adjacent to the eastern side of the reserve and the deep part of
Mission Pool is within the reserve.  Mission Pool and Mission Creek form one of the few permanent
wetlands1 on Norfolk Island and there is potential for the re-establishment of a small but significant
area of native wetland habitat at Mission Pool.

Map 2:  Stock Reserve: Landform and Features

11.3 Description

11.3.1 Geology and Landform
The topography of Stock Reserve is relatively flat compared to other areas of Norfolk Island.  The
reserve slopes south-easterly to Mission Creek.  The gently sloping landform is the product of a long
period of relatively low-energy stream erosion of the deeply weathered soils and sub-soils (Map 2).

In the early 1990’s, during an extended dry period, the St Barnabas Parish Council carried out
earthworks in and around Mission Pool.  A channel was cut to straighten Mission Creek, which used to
flow directly into the northern end of Mission Pool, and Mission Pool was extensively re-shaped.

11.3.2 Vegetation
It is likely that the original native forest on the reserve was cleared during the First Settlement.  A small
Norfolk Island Pine was planted in the centre of the reserve by a visiting tour group in 1997.  The
reserve is entirely covered with kikuyu pasture.

                                                     
1 Mission Creek has been considered a “permanent” stream, however it virtually stopped flowing and Mission swamp or pool
completely dried up in 1994.  It was at that time that the Anglican Church Parish Council decided to ‘tidy up’ the Mission
swamp area and had the swamp and that stretch of Mission Creek re-shaped by bulldozer.
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A variety of wetland vegetation, including the possibly indigenous Hibiscus diversifolius2 occurred at
Mission Pond.  Today, a small number of mainly introduced aquatic and wetland flora occur in the
reserve.

11.3.2.1 Native Plant Communities
There are no native plant communities in the reserve.

11.3.2.2 Significant Species
No significant species are known to occur in the reserve.

11.3.2.3 Weeds
The reserve is virtually free of weeds, but small numbers of Wild Tobacco, Castor Oil, Lantana and
Poison Bush occasionally occur.

11.3.3 Fauna
Mission Pool was once an important habitat for native wetland flora and fauna3.  A number of wetland
bird species may no longer occur on Norfolk Island due largely to loss of wetland habitat.  These
include the Buff-banded Rail, which was recorded at Mission swamp in 1931 and 1975, but not in the
1978 Royal Australasian Ornithologists Union4 Census5, and the Spotless Crake, which was recorded
nesting in the “100 acre Reserve” in 1909, and was observed at Cascade Creek in 1980.  There is no
suitable habitat at Mission Pool in its present condition.

Wetland birds that prefer open water, and those that that do not require dense swamp vegetation, have
been observed in the reserve, particularly the White-faced Heron, Purple Swamphen or Tarler Bird, and
Mallard.  Occasional visitors include the Little Black Cormorant, Great Cormorant, and Cattle Egret.
Mission Pool and Mission Creek would provide suitable habitat for Pacific Black Duck, although this
native species now rarely occurs on Norfolk Island.  Welcome Swallow occur over Mission Pool and
adjacent pastures in summer.

11.3.4 Cultural Heritage
No evidence of early Polynesian use of the reserve area has been found; however, as with many other
parts of the island, it is likely that Polynesian people would have at least visited the area during the long
period they inhabited Norfolk Island.

Much of Norfolk Island was cleared and farmed by Europeans early in the “First Settlement”.  The land
that is now Stock Reserve was leased to Joseph Hall, a former convict, between 1794 and 17966.  It is
likely that Joseph Hall cleared his five acres of native forest.  All of the land surrounding Joseph Hall’s
lease was also leased or granted in the First Settlement.  A track running from Kingston to Anson Bay
via Longridge and Queensborough (a First Settlement town site on Mission Creek upstream from Stock
Reserve) is shown passing across the southern part of Joseph Hall’s lot and crossing the creek (now
named Mission Creek) in about the same location as the present road.

                                                     
2 Hibiscus diversifolius was first collected from Mission Pond in 1804: Flora of Australia Volume 49, Oceanic Islands 1,
AGPS, Canberra (1994): p117.
3 Flora of Australia Volume 49, Oceanic Islands 1, AGPS, Canberra (1994); Turner, J. S., C. N. Smithers and R. D. Hoogland,
1968, The Conservation of Norfolk Island.  Australian Conservation Foundation Inc., Special Publication No. 1.
4 Now named “Birds Australia”.
5 Schodde, R., P. Fullagar and N. Hermes, 1983, A Review of Norfolk Island Birds: Past and Present.  Australian National
Parks and Wildlife Service: Special Publication No. 8;
6 Settlers Lots on Norfolk Island 1791 – 1804: Lot 108 (5 acres).
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The 1840 ‘Arrowsmith’ map (Map 3) prepared by Major George Barney7 shows most of the Mission
Creek valley, including all the area on which the reserve is located, as having been cleared.  The
Mission Creek valley west of Anson Bay Road, is shown as Burns’s Farm.

Map 3:  1840 Survey Plan of Norfolk Island: Orange Vale and Burn’s Farm

In 1866, ten years after the arrival the Pitcairners on Norfolk Island, the Melanesian Mission bought
1,032 acres (418 hectares) from the British government and moved its headquarters from New Zealand
to Norfolk Island8.  The Mission’s land commenced on the northern side of New Farm Road, opposite
Hundred Acres Reserve, and ran northwards to Anson Bay.  St Barnabas Chapel (consecrated in 1880)
was at the centre of the Mission, which provided young Melanesian boys from islands to the north with
religious instruction and some agricultural skills.  The Pitcairner community also benefited from the
agricultural skills developed at the Mission.

The reserve was close to the centre of the Mission’s lands, the Mission buildings, and the chapel.
Mission Creek and swamp were probably an important source of water for agriculture and played an
important part of Mission history.  By 1968, Mission swamp was one of the last remaining remnants of
marshland on Norfolk Island.

                                                     
7 Plan of Norfolk Island Shewing the General Nature of the Ground. Often referred to as the “Arrowsmith” map, 1840.
However John Arrowsmith was the lithographer who copied the map prepared or drawn by Major Barney, Royal Engineers
Corp.  The map accompanied a letter dated 20 February 1840 from Major Barney to the Colonial Secretary and was printed by
James and Luke J. Hansard on an order of the House of Commons dated 15 June 1841.
8 Reverend Palmer arrived on Norfolk Island with sixteen native “boys” in 1866 to set up the Melanesian Mission:  E. S
Armstrong, 1900.  The Melanesian Mission. Isbister and Co. Ltd, London.  p89.
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11.4 Issues

11.4.1 Public Use
The only significant public use of Stock Reserve is grazing and watering of stock.

11.4.2 Habitat Rehabilitation and Development
Planting limited numbers of native trees in stock-proof enclosures (such as timber pallets) would
provide some shelter for stock and improve the reserve’s landscape.  Those trees would also provide a
foundation upon which to build forest habitat if stock were removed from the reserve in the future.

11.4.3 Pest Species
There are no pest species of any significance in Stock Reserve.
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11.5 Management Objectives
Vision: To ensure stock have access to water and some grazing pasture while cattle are permitted to
graze on roadsides.

11.5.1 Cultural Heritage Management
Aim: To maintain the scenic quality and character of the reserve and protect important cultural
heritage values.

Objective:
� Retain the essential landscape elements of Stock Reserve.

11.5.2 Natural Heritage Management
Aim: To maximise the opportunities to recreate the natural habitat in the reserve to the extent
compatible with grazing.

Objectives:
� Promote native habitat and species diversity in the reserve.
� Control invasive introduced weeds in the reserve.

11.5.3 Pest Species Management
Aim: To reduce the negative impacts of pest species in the reserve.

Objective:
� Control invasive introduced weeds in the reserve.

11.5.4 Recreation Management
Aim: To retain future recreational possibilities in the reserve.

Objective:
� Ensure that the design of any wetland and forest habitat rehabilitation take account of possible

future use of the reserve.

11.5.5 Education and Interpretation
Aim: To promote knowledge and understanding of Norfolk Island’s cultural and natural history and
issues related to conserving and managing Stock Reserve.

Objectives:
� Define and develop interpretation/education resource material specific to the reserve.
� Encourage scientific and educational activities in the reserve that contribute to the community’s

understanding of and public support for environmental conservation and management.
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11.5.6 Stock Management
Aim: To provide a watering site for stock grazing the roadside commons in this part of the Island.

Objectives:
� Ensure stock have access to available water and pasture while cattle are permitted to graze on

roadsides.
� Provide public stock yards for use during mustering.
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11.6 Management Strategies and Actions

11.6.1 Cultural Heritage Management
The landscape of the reserve will be retained by planting a small number of individual Norfolk Island
Pines and White Oaks.

11.6.2 Natural Heritage Management

11.6.2.1 Habitat Rehabilitation
Native flora that may have occurred in the reserve, such as tree fern and Hibiscus diversifolius, will be
re-established where it is practical to exclude stock.

11.6.2.1.1 Rehabilitation Plantings
The only native tree in the reserve is a young pine that is protected from stock by timber pallets.  A
limited number of oaks and pines will be planted in the parts of the reserve that will continue to be
grazed by stock.  These trees will be protected from stock by pallets or timber rail fencing.

11.6.3 Pest Species Management

11.6.3.1 Weed control
Only low-level maintenance weed control is required in the reserve.

11.6.3.2 Fungus control
Due to the absence of trees, the root rot fungus Phellinus noxius is unlikely to occur in the reserve.  The
incidence and effect of P. noxius in the reserve will be monitored and minimised by preventing
disturbance and damage to tree butts and roots as native habitat develops.

11.6.4 Recreation Management
There is little, if any public use of Stock Reserve at present and there is no requirement to provide
recreational facilities such as walking tracks, picnic/barbecue, or parking facilities.

11.6.4.1 Vehicles
There is little, if any, public use of the reserve at present and there is no requirement to provide parking
for vehicles.

11.6.4.2 Walking Tracks
There is currently no requirement for walking tracks or other formal access as the reserve is well
grassed and gently undulating.

11.6.4.3 Picnic and BBQ Facilities
There are no recreational facilities in the reserve and there is no need for them given the reserve’s
present use.  Should stock be excluded from the reserve in the future, the need to provide
picnic/barbecue facilities will be reviewed by the Conservator of Public Reserves.

11.6.4.4 Rubbish
Rubbish bins are not provided in the reserve and there is no need for them given the reserve’s present
use.  Should picnic/barbecue facilities be provided in the future, the need to provide rubbish bins will
be reviewed by the Conservator of Public Reserves.
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11.6.4.5 Public Toilets
There are no public toilet facilities in the reserve, and it is not intended to provide such facilities.

11.6.4.6 Fences, Gates and Stiles
The reserve is fenced on three sides and the south-western boundary (Anson Bay Road) is unfenced to
allow access to grazing stock.  It is not intended to fence this boundary, or to erect any gates or stiles
while the primary use of the reserve is grazing and watering stock.

A rustic timber post and rail fence will be erected along the Anson Bay Road boundary if the reserve is
no longer required for stock watering and grazing, and native forest and wetland habitats are to be
established in the reserve.

11.6.5 Community Education and Interpretation
In its present state, Stock Reserve provides little opportunity for community education and
interpretation.  There is some potential to use the reserve as a vantage point for interpreting the history
of the Melanesian Mission.  With the creation of wetland and native forest habitats, the reserve would
have some value for studying and interpreting a variety of natural processes.

11.6.5.1 Interpretation Strategy
An Interpretation Strategy and interpretive material for Stock Reserve will be developed as resources
become available.  The principal interpretation and education themes in the reserve will be:

� natural habitats;

� conservation, land management and the environment;

� impacts of human activity and sustainable resource use.

Community involvement in the development and delivery of the Interpretation Strategy is encouraged.

11.6.5.2 Signs
Place signs will be erected on the Anson Bay Road boundary of the reserve.  Interpretive signs will be
designed and erected in appropriate locations in accordance with the interpretation strategy.  Given the
size of the reserve, it is envisaged that interpretive signs will be minimal.

11.6.5.3 School Visits
The Norfolk Island Parks and Forestry Service will encourage, and where possible assist with,
appropriate school visits to the reserve that are designed to provide an understanding of Norfolk’s
natural and cultural heritage and aimed to encourage students to participate in environmental
protection, research and rehabilitation.

11.6.5.4 Walking Tours
The Norfolk Island Parks and Forestry Service will encourage, and where possible assist with,
appropriate walking tours in the reserve that are designed to provide visitors with an understanding of
Norfolk’s natural and cultural heritage.

11.6.5.5 Community Group
A community interest group will be encouraged to assist in the development and implementation of
management programs in Stock Reserve.
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11.6.6 Stock Management
While cattle are permitted to graze on roadside commons, the majority of the reserve will remain
accessible to stock for grazing and water.  Stock will have access to available surface water in Mission
Creek.  Should Mission Creek become dry, there will not be any obligation on the Conservator of
Public Reserves to provide water for stock.  However, the temporary deepening of part of the Mission
Creek channel adjacent to Anson Bay Road may be considered.

A small timber yard, race and wing fence will be erected towards the rear of the reserve to provide
public stock yards for use during mustering.

11.6.7 Forestry
There will be no forestry plantings in the reserve and trees will not be taken for timber from the reserve
unless to do so is considered by the Conservator of Public Reserves to be in the interests of the
conservation and management of the reserve.

11.7 Research and Monitoring
The Conservator of Public Reserves will develop a strategy for conducting research and for monitoring
the effectiveness of management programs in the reserve.  Photopoints will be established in significant
areas.  A photographic record will be kept of all stages of project implementation.  Where practical,
alternative techniques will be trialed to assess management strategies and effects.
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11.8 Controlled Activities
This Section shall be read in conjunction with Section 11 of the Plan of Management (Part A) and the
Public Reserves Act 1997.

Section 11 of the Plan of Management (Part A):

� approves specific controlled activities, with respect to all public reserves;

� provides general guidelines in respect of granting approvals and permits for controlled
activities, with respect to all public reserves;

� specifies activities9 in accordance with section 47(2) of the Public Reserves Act 1997 that
shall not be undertaken in any public reserve without a permit; and

� provides general guidelines in respect of granting permits for activities specified in
accordance with section 47(2) of the Act.

This Section of the Plan of Management specifies activities in accordance with Section 47 of the Public
Reserves Act 1997 in relation to the use of Stock Reserve.

11.8.1 Camping
Camping shall not be permitted in Stock Reserve.

                                                     
9  The activities specified are additional to the Controlled Activities prescribed in Part V of the Public Reserves Act 1997.


